4.51.57.1 ISSUING AGENCY: Department of Cultural Affairs, Palace of the Governors State History Museum Division.
[4.51.57.1 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57 & A, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.2 SCOPE: Museum of New Mexico, palace of the governors/New Mexico history museum staff, portal program participants, and interested members of the public.
[4.51.57.2 NMAC - N, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.3 STATUTORY AUTHORITY: Section 9-4A-6(E) NMSA 1978, as amended, of the cultural affairs department act authorizes the secretary of the cultural affairs department to make and adopt such reasonable procedural rules as necessary to carry out the duties of its divisions. Section 18-3-3(M) NMSA 1978 authorizes the board of regents of the museum of New Mexico to adopt such rules and regulations and set such policy directives as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of such article.
[4.51.57.3 NMAC - N, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.4 DURATION: Permanent.
[4.51.57.4 NMAC - N, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.5 EFFECTIVE DATE: July 13, 1995, unless a later date is cited in the history notes in square brackets at the end of a section.
[4.51.57.5 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57 & A, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.6 OBJECTIVE: The objective of this rule is to govern and regulate the operation of the portal program and the quality of the products being offered for sale on the portal of the palace of the governors.
[4.51.57.6 NMAC - N, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.7 DEFINITIONS: [RESERVED]

4.51.57.8 RESOLUTION:
A. WHEREAS, the presence of Indian artists and artisans at the palace of the governors is an integral part of the history, tradition and function of the museum of New Mexico; and
B. WHEREAS, the museum of New Mexico has determined that reserving the portal of the palace of the governors for the display and sale of New Mexico Indian crafts would not only help preserve traditional aspects of New Mexico Indian culture but would be of educational value to the visiting public by providing the opportunity for contact with New Mexico Indian artists and artisans in a historically relevant context;
C. NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the regents of the museum of New Mexico, that the policy of the museum of New Mexico (the "museum") with respect to the display and sale of New Mexican arts and crafts at the portal of the palace of the governors (the "portal") shall be as follows.
[07/13/95; 4.51.57.8 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.9 LOCATION OF THE PORTAL PROGRAM:
A. The portal program shall be conducted in an area along the south wall of the palace of the governors, extending four feet south from that wall and extending between the plane of the east wall and the plane of the west wall of the same building. One space shall be situated against the banco (bench) and curb on each side of the portal at the corner structures.
B. The area extending west seven feet across from the palace of the governor's main entrance shall be excluded from use by the portal program participants.
C. During times of repair to the portal area, during times of peak sales, or because of similar needs, the museum may designate supplemental or alternate selling locations along the perimeter of the palace of the governors.
D. During regularly scheduled events, such as the Spanish market, Indian market and the garden club sale, the museum shall not conduct the portal program.

E. The program area shall be divided into a number of spaces, each six feet deep (measures out from the wall) and three feet, six inches wide (measures along the wall). One space only may be used by a household.

F. A household is defined as: those persons residing in the same house, who are related by blood or marriage, and who qualify as members of New Mexican Indian tribes or pueblos. However, recognizing the sometimes complex nature of kinship, the director of the palace may, after consulting the portal committee, allow in writing for minor exceptions to this definition with regards to specific households. In doing so, however, the palace director may stipulate such conditions or restrictions as needed to ensure that the intent of the program is to preserve and exhibit New Mexican Indian arts and crafts. The exceptions and conditions made in each case shall be considered unique to that case and not applicable to any other case. When there are more qualified vendors than spaces, a drawing for the spaces shall be held.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.9 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 1, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.10 OPERATION OF THE PORTAL PROGRAM: Within the area defined, the museum will permit a program involving the daily sale of handmade New Mexican Indian arts and crafts by qualified participants, subject to the following conditions:

A. Participants in the portal program must keep the area clean.

B. The sales activities of the portal program participants shall be conducted upon the brick surface; no tables or elevated stands are permitted, and no materials or advertising may be hung or posted on walls or posts.

C. The use by portal program participants of televisions, radios, tape recorders and players, binoculars, cell phones and other modern equipment not essential to participation in the portal program shall not be permitted; however, the use of credit card machines by portal participants is an essential tool for conducting business and sales on the portal, and therefore will be allowed. Accepting credit card payments is the sole responsibility of individual portal participants. The portal committee members and the museum are not the liable for the portal participants' use of credit card machines or the outcome of transactions resulting from the use of credit card machines by portal participants.

D. On occasion when there are more participants who want to be vendors on a particular day than spaces, a drawing shall be held by the portal committee and/or the director of the palace or designee for the available spaces. On these occasions the participants shall be counted, and a chip for each participant present at the portal shall be put into a hopper or other type of container. The hopper or other type of container shall contain numbered chips for the spaces under the portal, except for the duty officer's space, as well as blank chips. The total number of chips shall equal the number of participants present. Each participant shall draw a chip. If, after draw has been completed, all the numbered chips have not been drawn, a second draw shall be held for those participants who are present and who initially drew blank chips, and subsequent draws shall be held as necessary, until all spaces under the portal have been drawn. A waiting list for vending spaces vacated during the day shall be kept. The first person on the waiting list shall be assigned the first vacated space. If the first person is not present when a space has been vacated, the second person on the waiting list shall be assigned the vacated space, and so on until the waiting list has been exhausted. Vendors coming to the portal after the draw for vending spaces shall have their names added to the waiting list in the order of their appearance.

E. The portal program shall commence at 8:00 a.m. of each day of operation, and shall terminate each day upon departure of the last participant vendor from the program area. Spaces shall be obtained by the actual participant. No participant may set up prior to 8:00 a.m., and must be completely set up by 10:00 a.m., and, with the exception of the first space west of the building entrance, which shall be held each day for the designated duty officer of the portal committee, no spaces shall be reserved.

F. After 10:00 a.m., any participant who has left his or her space for a period exceeding one hour shall be considered to have abandoned that space, and it shall be available for reassignment to another. Neither the museum nor the members of the portal committee assume any responsibility for merchandise left unattended.

G. The making of items for sale in the area designated is not permitted; only simple adjustments or repairs to items already made is allowed.

H. No participant in the portal program may engage another individual not a member of his or her household to sell nor may any participant solicit sales for another within the designated area.

I. For reasons of safety, children shall not be allowed to accompany participants in the portal program while the participants sell under the portal.
J. The director of the palace shall require identity badges for portal program participants, to be worn or displayed on cloth when selling under the portal or taking part in other portal activities. Any such badges, if issued, shall remain the property of the museum and shall be surrendered by the participant on the museum’s request. If the badge is lost or stolen, the museum shall charge a $5.00 replacement fee.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.10 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 2 & A, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.11 QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIRED CONDUCT OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE PORTAL PROGRAM:

A. To qualify as a participant vendor in the portal program, individuals shall be at least eighteen years of age, shall be American Indians, as defined in NMSA 1978, Section 30-38-4(B), and shall be from recognized tribes and pueblos of New Mexico.

B. Any person who desires to participate as a vendor in the portal program must apply to the museum for the privilege of selling goods at the portal. The application form, as submitted, shall include proof of enrollment in a New Mexican tribe or pueblo. In addition, as part of the application, the applicant shall submit to the museum the maker's mark he/she will use to identify his/her arts and crafts.

C. As part of the review process, the applicant shall demonstrate his/her art or craft to the director of the palace of the governors and/or one or more members of the portal committee, to establish whether the items for sale meet minimum legal and quality standards. No person may sell under the portal until his/her application form has been approved (signed) by the director of the palace of the governors.

D. The museum may require a signed and notarized affidavit from an applicant or a participant in the portal program attesting to the facts presented in the affidavit. The museum may use the affidavit to verify the qualifications of a participant in the program. Intentional misrepresentations on the affidavit will be grounds for denial in participation or expulsion from the portal program.

E. All participants in the portal program shall accept and abide by the rules and regulations of the museum governing the program. Violations of provisions of museum policy or failure to abide by the rules and regulations may result in suspension or expulsion from the program.

F. The museum shall deny permission to sell to any participant in the portal program whose goods or presence are, in the judgment of the museum, inconsistent with these rules and regulations.

G. Participants in the portal program accept that admittance into the program does not make them employees or agents of the museum, nor does it mean that they are acting on behalf of the museum in any official capacity except to the extent that members of the portal committee are exercising duties described in 4.51.57.13 NMAC.

H. Participants in the portal program shall accept the museum's absolute right to require persons to leave the portal if, in the sole judgment of the museum, they are not conducting themselves in a manner consistent with the museum's program.

I. The director of the palace may, after consulting with the portal committee, allow in writing for a waiver of the requirement that participants be members of New Mexico pueblos or tribes. Such waivers shall be granted only to members of United States pueblos or tribes, and residents of the United States who can document their museum approved participation in the portal program prior to May 1987.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.11 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 3, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.12 ANNUAL MEETING AND PUBLIC HEARING TO ADOPT RULES AND REGULATIONS:

A. Annually, on a day in October, at a place to be provided by the museum, a meeting shall be held of the participants and all other interested public. Said meeting shall be held in accordance with the provisions of the Open Meetings Act, Sections 10-15-1 et seq., NMSA 1978. The annual meeting shall be announced four weeks in advance of the meeting date and shall be open to the public.

B. No action of any type shall be taken on applications (new applications and demonstrations) two months prior to the annual meeting. This rule does not apply to participant violations.

C. On matters requiring a vote, the vote shall be restricted to qualified participants in the portal program.

D. At such meetings, copies of the proposed revisions to the guidelines, rules and regulations governing the portal program of the palace of the governors, if any, and copies of existing guidelines, rules and regulations governing the portal program shall be available for explanation and discussion and the portal committee shall be elected by vote of the participants present at the meeting.
E. The board of regents, museum of New Mexico, shall hold a public hearing in accordance with NMSA 1978, Section 9-6-11(e) of the Cultural Affairs Act, to adopt these rules and regulations.
[7/13/95; 4.51.57.12 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 4 & A, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.13 THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PORTAL COMMITTEE:
A. The portal committee shall be responsible for monitoring the program on a daily basis for compliance with the policy and the rules and regulations of the museum.
B. The portal committee shall appoint daily one or more duty officers who shall be responsible for the assignment of spaces when necessary.
C. The portal committee shall inspect all goods for sale to determine whether they are Indian handmade goods and meet minimum standards of quality as established by the museum.
D. The portal committee, as representative of the portal program participants, may from time to time propose changes in these rules and regulations for consideration and adoption by the museum director pursuant to Section 18-3-5(A), NMSA 1978.
E. Violations of policy, rules or regulations shall be reported by the portal committee to the museum. For simple minor violations the portal committee may issue oral warnings to the offender. For more serious or repeated violations, the portal committee may recommend to the museum that the violator be warned in writing, suspended in writing from the program for a specified period of time, expelled in writing from the program or that other appropriate action be taken.
F. The portal committee shall assist participants in the program in presenting the traditional and educational aspects of the portal program.
[7/13/95; 4.51.57.13 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 5, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.14 ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM BY THE MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO:
A. Administration of the program shall be the responsibility of the director of the palace of the governors who shall chair the annual meeting of portal program participants and who shall work directly with the portal committee in the conduct of the portal program. The director of the palace may issue such rulings and judgments as are necessary to interpret and enforce the museum’s policies, rules and regulations on the portal program.
B. The museum reserves the absolute right to eject participants for conduct inconsistent with the portal program or for behavior that is disorderly or lacks due regard for the public or other portal program participants.
C. The museum is authorized to utilize the services of law enforcement authorities to enforce and maintain its policies, rules and regulations.
D. Any participant in the portal program who is aggrieved by actions taken under the rules and regulations shall first present his or her concern to the portal committee in a bona fide effort to effect resolution; if not resolved, the matter shall be presented in writing to the director of the palace of the governors who shall hear all parties to the matter and render a decision on the matter; such decision may be appealed to the director of the museum of New Mexico, also in writing, and the decision of the director shall be final.
E. The museum shall provide interpretive materials on the history and culture of Indians in the Santa Fe region, and on the tradition of the portal program.
F. The director of the museum of New Mexico may request the assistance of the office of Indian affairs and other specialists in the operation of the portal program.
[07/13/95; 4.51.57.14 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 6, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.15 PORTAL PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS' GENERAL VENDING RULES:
A. All items the portal program participant vendors offer for sale shall have been made by members of the same household. (See Subsection F of 4.51.57.9 NMAC for the definition of household.) All merchandise offered for sale shall be handmade by members of recognized tribes and pueblos of New Mexico, and shall conform to provisions of the New Mexico Indian Arts and Crafts Sales Act. Representations made to prospective buyers are solely the responsibility of the vendor.
B. Each participant in the portal program may have an assistant, who shall also be an approved participant in the portal program. The assistant must sit with the participant whom she/he assists within the assigned space.
C. While selling, participants in the portal program shall not engage in activities which disrupt the flow of pedestrian traffic at the portal. Disruptive activities shall include, but not be limited to, verbal and/or physical assault on visitors or other participants.

D. Participants in the portal program shall not consume alcohol nor be intoxicated while vending. Consumption of alcohol or intoxication while vending is automatic grounds for suspension.

E. Participants in the portal program shall not fight while vending. Any participant who is involved in any fight or altercation while vending may be subject to suspension. Fighting is automatic grounds for suspension.

F. Any time a participant leaves his/her space, for any other reason, he/she shall completely cover his/her goods with a cloth.

G. On any occasion when there are more participants in the portal program who want to vend on a particular day than spaces, and after the draw, any participant may volunteer to share his/her space with another participant. Once the space has been awarded, if either of the pair leaves, his/her portion of the goods shall be completely covered with a cloth. If he/she leaves his/her goods unattended for more than one hour, beginning at 10:00 a.m., that half of the space may be reassigned by the portal committee. Only participants in the draw may share spaces. Vendors arriving at the portal after the draw has taken place shall not be permitted to share spaces, but may have their names added to the waiting list in the order of their appearance to be eligible for assignment to vacated vending spaces.

H. Waivers: The director of the palace may, after consulting with the portal committee, allow in writing for a waiver of the requirement that all items sold by a participant be from the same household. (See Subsection F of 4.51.57.9 NMAC for the definition of household.) Such waivers shall be granted only to persons who have been a part of the portal program prior to May 1987, especially those former artists and artisans who are no longer physically able to prepare handmade arts or crafts and whose economic livelihood would otherwise be destroyed. In doing so, however, the palace director may stipulate such conditions or restrictions as are needed to ensure that the intent of the program is to preserve and exhibit New Mexican Indian arts and crafts. The exceptions made in each case shall be considered unique to that case and not applicable to any other case.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.15 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 7, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.16 AUTHENTICITY OF MAKER OF GOODS (MAKER'S MARK):
A. All goods offered for sale under the portal shall be marked with the maker's mark. Any exceptions to this, notably some types of beadwork, can be issued a waiver by the director of the palace of the governors, after consulting with the portal committee.

B. The director of the palace, after consulting with the portal committee, may waive the requirement for maker's marks on extremely small pieces of metal jewelry or pottery.

C. Metal jewelry shall have a stamped maker's mark, and pottery shall have a maker's mark added before firing. This maker's mark shall be recorded with the museum as museum as part of the application to qualify as a vendor. The same maker's mark shall appear on all goods being sold by a single vendor.

D. On metal jewelry with stones, the maker's mark shall be placed on the back of the piece opposite the center of the stone. The intention of this provision is to require the jeweler to stamp the piece before the stones are set, and to make it impossible to stamp such pieces after they are completed. Metal plates with the maker's mark which are soldered or attached by other means to a piece of metal jewelry shall not be permitted.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.16 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 8, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.17 JEWELRY MATERIALS:
A. Silver: Silver jewelry must be made of sterling silver, and not silver plate or commercial liquid silver. Gold overlay on sterling silver is allowable.

B. Prohibited materials: In addition to the above prohibited materials, no artist or artisan shall use any reconstituted materials; color-shot, pre-drilled, semi-precious stones; imported heishi; or, pre-carved pieces in any jewelry exhibited or offered for sale under the portal.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.17 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 9, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.18 JEWELRY FINDINGS: All jewelry must be as traditional and handmade as possible. Jewelry "findings" (as defined by NMSA 1978, Section 30-33-3 (H), of the Indian Arts and Crafts Sales Act means "an ingredient part of a product which adapts the product for wearing or display, including silver beads, leather backing, binding material, bolo tie clips, tie bar clips, tie tac pins, earring pins, earring clips, earring screw backs, cuff-link
toggles, money clips, pin stems, combs and chains." Accepted findings used on jewelry sold at the portal shall be the following:

A. Sterling silver findings: All neck chains; all jump rings; all spring rings; all tie-on hooks and eyes; all crimp type hook and eye earring part; all screw-on, clip-on-types; all ear wire types; all ear posts, ear nuts; omega clips; all cuff link and components; all necklace cones; all bola tips; all bench made beads (2 mm to 9 mm seamless are acceptable); all size money clips; surgical wire for earrings; all size melon beads; bezel cups in all sizes and shapes from 2 mm to 5 mm.

B. Nickel or base metal findings: All size buckles backs; all bola backs; all foxtail and tigertail; all concho backs; all key rings including split rings; all barrel catches including eyeglass/chain attachments; all tie tacks, sets and clutches (backs); all scarf pins (stick pins) backs; all pin bars and pinsets (backs); all barrette backs; all tie bar slides; all alligator clips; all expansion centers; all size spring bars; keyholders (safety pins), large and medium sizes; all size money clips; wire used in "memory bracelets". Surgical steel is permitted in wire post earrings.

C. 14K gold findings: All ear posts and nuts; joint catches; jump rings; spring rings; bolo backs; bolo tips; necklace cones; all size cones.

D. Gold filled findings: All posts and nut sets; all French wire styles; all hooks and eyes; all spring rings; all size jump rings; all neck chains; all beads; all tie tack backs; all bola tips; all ear clips; stick pins and clutches; all size cones.

E. Red brass or brass findings: All buckle backs; all key ring backs; all concho backs; all bola backs; all bolo tips; all hooks and eyes; all brass beads; all size money clips.

F. Leather findings: All size straps for concho belts; all size braided bolo cords. Vinyl bolo cords are permitted.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.18 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 10, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.19 BEADWORK:

A. Permitted beadwork materials: On beadwork offered for sale under the portal, the beadworker must have made the silver, brass or any other metal which has been incorporated with beadwork into the final product. The following materials shall be permitted: all size glass beads; brass beads; all types of legal feathers; all types of leather; porcupine quills (natural color only); genuine natural bone hair pipes; genuine natural bone disc beads, detail shells and lead crystals.

B. Beadwork findings: Because beadwork is a totally different craft from silversmithing, the following findings shall be permitted when incorporated into beadwork items: buckle backings (blanks); barrette backings; bolo backings; sterling silver bolo tips; sterling silver, aluminum and tin cones for fringe dangles only metal spots of nickel or brass; barrel screw clasps; hooks and eyes; spring rings; crimp beads; eye pins and head pins; jump rings; split key rings; tie tack mounts; tiger tail, all earring findings.

C. Prohibited beadwork materials: The following materials shall not be permitted when incorporated into beadwork: plastic bone hair pipe; pre-cut, pre-shaped, and abalone disk.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.19 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 11, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.20 POTTERY:

A. All pottery shall be handmade of earth clay from sources on the participant's reservation, and fired using traditional materials. Clay sources other than the participant's reservation may be approved in writing from the director of the palace of the governors.

B. All pottery shall be engraved before firing.

C. All pottery may be hand painted in natural mineral paints, poster paint colors, or bright acrylic color paints.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.20 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 12, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.21 VENDING TRADITIONAL FOOD STUFFS:

A. Traditional food stuff may be offered for sale and shall be derived from the household of the participant vendor. The participant shall have prepared the foodstuff within 24 hours of offering.

B. The following food may be sold: oven bread; Indian melons; tamales; pies; cookies; fried bread; pinon nuts; parched corn; piki bread (paper bread); ristras (chili strings).

C. The participant who vends food shall obtain from the city of Santa Fe a valid food handlers card or certificate, which must be exhibited by the participant food vendor at all times.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.21 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 13, 9/15/08]
D. All food must be packaged and labeled with the maker's name and ingredients.
E. All participant food vendors must demonstrate their food preparation as part of the application process.
F. Other additional kinds of foods shall be approved by the portal committee and/or the director of the palace of the governors before the participant vendor offers it for sale to the public.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.21 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 13, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.22 SANDPAINTING:
A. All sandpainting shall be handmade of natural materials. No commercial sand shall be permitted.
B. No dyed sand shall be permitted.
C. No sandpainting sold under the portal of the palace of the governors shall have a frame.
D. Each sandpainting shall be signed on the face of the painting with the maker's mark impressed into the design of the painting while the sand is wet. This does not preclude additional marking or signatures, e.g., on the back of the painting.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.22 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 14, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.23 LEATHERWORK:
A. All leatherwork shall be permanently marked. Marking with ink is not permitted.
B. Leatherwork without beadwork should have a branded or stamped maker's mark.
C. Leatherwork with beadwork can have a branded, stamped or beaded maker's mark. The maker's mark may also be incorporated into the beaded design.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.23 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 15, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.24 PAYMENT TO PARTICIPANTS:
A. No participant shall accept any payment prior to delivery of the item. Cash-on-delivery (C.O.D.) orders are permitted. Any violation of this section shall result in immediate suspension.
B. Participants may receive arts and craft items as payment for their own goods, so long as they do not re-sell the items at the portal.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.24 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 16, 9/15/08]

4.51.57.25 STATEMENT: This statement of rules and regulations supersedes all previous statements of policy, rules and regulations concerning the portal program of the palace of the governors, museum of New Mexico.

[07/13/95; 4.51.57.25 NMAC - Rn, MNM: Rule 57, Section 17, 9/15/08]

HISTORY OF 4.51.57 NMAC:
Pre-NMAC History: The material in this part was derived from that previously filed with the state records center and archives under:
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 5/11/83.
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 2/11/87.
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 4/7/87.
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 5/27/87.
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 8/12/88.
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 5/26/89.
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 6/7/89.
Rule No. 37, Guidelines, Rules, and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 6/16/89.
MNM: Rule No. 57, Rules and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 7/31/91.
MNM: Rule No. 57, Rules and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, 7/13/95.

4.51.57 NMAC
History of Repealed Material: [RESERVED]

Other History:
MNM: Rule No. 57, Rules and Regulations Governing the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors (filed 7/13/95) was renumbered, reformatted, amended and replaced by 4.51.57 NMAC, Governance of the Portal Program at the Palace of the Governors, effective 9/15/08.